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Xenocide Orson Scott Card 2009-11-30 The war
for survival of the planet Lusitania will be fought
in the heart of a child named Gloriously Bright.
On Lusitania, Ender found a world where humans
and pequininos and the Hive Queen could all live
together; where three very diﬀerent intelligent
species could ﬁnd common ground at last. Or so
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

he thought. Lusitania also harbors the descolada,
a virus that kills all humans it infects, but which
the pequininos require in order to become adults.
The Starways Congress so fears the eﬀects of the
descolada, should it escape from Lusitania, that
they have ordered the destruction of the entire
planet, and all who live there. The Fleet is on its
way, a second xenocide seems inevitable.
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Xenocide is the third novel in Orson Scott Card's
The Ender Saga. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender
series Ender’s Game / Ender in Exile / Speaker for
the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind
Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow
of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of
the Giant / Shadows in Flight Children of the Fleet
The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth
Unaware / Earth Aﬁre / Earth Awakens The
Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The
Swarm /The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts
/First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Enchantment Orson Scott Card 2005 Follows one
man from ninth-century Russia to present-day
America as he struggles to rescue a princess and
her kingdom, ﬁnd true love, and overcome the
blackest of evil.
Earth Awakens Orson Scott Card 2014-06-10 'A
standout tale of SF adventure that gives Ender
series fans fascinating backstory to the classic
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Ender's Game' - Library Journal on Earth Unaware
TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR HUMANITY It is one
hundred years before the events of Ender's
Game. Tens of millions are dead in China as the
invading Formics scour the landscape and gas
cities with a lethal alien chemical. Young Mazer
Rackham and the Mobile Operations Police
scramble to ﬁnd a counteragent, while asteroid
miner Victor Delgado inﬁltrates the alien ship in
near-Earth orbit. Victor needs to ﬁnd a way to
seize the ship and end the war, but he'll need a
small strike force of highly skilled soldiers to pull
it oﬀ. In this last-ditch eﬀort to save what's left of
humanity, Mazer Rackham and his team may be
just the men for the job . . . The thrilling ﬁnal
novel in the First Formic War series, following
Earth Unaware and Earth Aﬁre Books by Orson
Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels Seventh Son Red
Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin Journeyman Heartﬁre
The Crystal City Ender Wiggin Saga Ender's
Game Speaker for the Dead Xenocide Children of
the Mind Ender in Exile Homecoming The
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Memory of the Earth The Call of the Earth The
Ships of the Earth Earthfall Earthborn First Formic
War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware Earth
Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Lost and Found Orson Scott Card 2020-09-22
"Are you really a thief?" That's the question that
has haunted fourteen-year-old Ezekiel Blast all
his life. But he's not a thief, he just has a talent
for ﬁnding things. Not a superpower--a
micropower. Because what good is ﬁnding lost
bicycles and hair scrunchies, especially when you
return them to their owners and everyone thinks
you must have stolen them in the ﬁrst place? If
only there were some way to use Ezekiel's
micropower for good, to turn a curse into a
blessing. His friend Beth thinks there must be,
and so does a police detective investigating the
disappearance of a little girl. When tragedy
strikes, it's up to Ezekiel to use his talent to ﬁnd
what matters most. Master storyteller Orson
Scott Card delivers a touching and funny,
compelling and smart novel about growing up,
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

harnessing your potential, and ﬁnding your place
in the world, no matter how old you are.
Earthfall Orson Scott Card 2000 The Oversoul of
the colony planet Harmony selected the family of
Wetchik to carry it back to long-lost Earth. Now
grown a tribe in the years of their journey to
Harmony's hidden starport, they are ready at last
to take a ship to the stars. But from the
beginning there has been bitter dispute between
Wetchik's sons. The voyage will take decades,
during which time the tribe will be held in coldsleep capsules. But the two factions have
diﬀerent plans, while only the Oversoul holds the
key to all their futures.
La gente del margen / The Folk of the Fringe
Orson Scott Card 2011-06-08 Sólo unas pocas
armas nucleares cayeron, pero eso fue suﬁciente
para crear la mayor destrucción. Aún así, en
medio del caos producido por la hambruna y la
peste, existían algunos focos de orden. el más
fuerte de ellos era el estado de Deseret... el
clima
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Pastwatch Orson Scott Card 1996-01 In the nottoo-distant future, after a scientiﬁc innovation
allows researchers to open a window on the past,
a young woman meddles to send an individual
onto a slightly diﬀerent path in life, interference
that has unexpected repercussions for the
present and future. 50,000 ﬁrst printing.
The First Formic War Orson Scott Card
2017-02-14 This discounted ebundle includes The
First Formic War Trilogy by bestselling authors
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston: Earth
Unaware, Earth Aﬁre, Earth Awakens One
hundred years before Ender Wiggin decisively
defeated the alien formics in Ender’s Game. A
pulse-pounding tale of ﬁrst contact gone horribly
wrong. Ender’s Game opens in the last desperate
days of Earth’s war against the implacable
insectoid aliens. We are told early on that the
Battle School is training generals for the Third
Formic War — the war that will end the war; will
save the Earth; will ﬁnally defeat the Buggers.
This is the story of the First Formic Wars, back
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

when humans thought they were alone in the
galaxy. Humanity was slowly making their way
out from Earth to the planets and asteroids of the
Solar System, exploring and mining and founding
colonies. Then a ship’s telescopes pick up a fastmoving object coming in-system... Earth Unaware
— When mining ship El Cavador's telescopes pick
up a fast-moving object coming in-system, it's
hard to know what to make of it. It's massive and
moving at a signiﬁcant fraction of the speed of
light. But the ship has other problems. Their
systems are old and failing. Worrying about a
distant object that might or might not be an alien
ship seems...not important. Earth Aﬁre — Victor
Delgado beat the alien ship to Earth, but not
soon enough to convince skeptical governments
that there was a threat. That is, until space
stations and ships and colonies went up in
sudden ﬂame. And when that happened, only
Mazer Rackham and the Mobile Operations Police
could organize in time to meet the threat. Earth
Awakens — Politics slowed the response on
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Earth, and on Luna, corporate power struggles
seemed more urgent than distant deaths. It's up
to Mazer Rackham's squad in China, who have
developed a method to destroy the alien landers
one by one; and Lem Jukes and his crew on the
Moon, who may have the key to destroying the
Formic mother ship in orbit. Books by Orson Scott
Card The Ender Universe The Ender Saga #1
Ender’s Game #2 Ender in Exile #3 Speaker for
the Dead #4 Xenodice #5 Children of the Mind
Ender’s Shadow Quintet #1 Ender’s Shadow #2
Shadow of the Hegemon #3 Shadow Puppets #4
Shadow of the Giant #5 Shadows in Flight The
Second Formic War (With Aaron Johnston) #1 The
Swarm Other Books in the Ender Universe
Children of the Fleet A War of Gifts (novella) First
Meetings (novella) Other Series Homecoming The
Mithermages The Tales of Alvin Maker At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Unaccompanied Sonata & Other Stories Orson
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Scott Card 1980
Earth Awakens Orson Scott Card 2014-06-10
The story of The First Formic War continues in
Earth Awakens. Nearly 100 years before the
events of Orson Scott Card's bestselling novel
Ender's Game, humans were just beginning to
step oﬀ Earth and out into the Solar System. A
thin web of ships in both asteroid belts; a few
stations; a corporate settlement on Luna. No one
had seen any sign of other space-faring races;
everyone expected that First Contact, if it came,
would happen in the future, in the empty reaches
between the stars. Then a young navigator on a
distant mining ship saw something moving too
fast, heading directly for our sun. When the alien
ship screamed through the solar system, it
disrupted communications between the far-ﬂung
human mining ships and supply stations, and
between them and Earth. So Earth and Luna
were unaware that they had been invaded until
the ship pulled into Earth orbit, and began
landing terra-forming crews in China. Politics and
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pride slowed the response on Earth, and on Luna,
corporate power struggles seemed more urgent
than distant deaths. But there are a few men and
women who see that if Earth doesn't wake up
and pull together, the planet could be lost. THE
ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game /
Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the
Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet
Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow
of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of
the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic
War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth
Aﬁre / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War
(with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive
Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Earth Aﬁre Orson Scott Card 2013-06-04 'A
standout tale of SF adventure that gives Ender
series fans fascinating backstory to the classic
Ender's Game' Library Journal on Earth Unaware
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY HANGS IN THE
BALANCE One hundred years before Ender's
Game, the aliens arrived on Earth with ﬁre and
death. This is the story of the First Formic War.
Victor Delgado beat the alien ship to Earth, but
just barely. Not soon enough to convince
sceptical governments that there was a threat.
They didn't believe that until space stations and
ships and colonies went up in sudden ﬂame. And
when that happened, only Mazer Rackham and
the Mobile Operations Police could move fast
enough to meet the threat . . . Following Earth
Unaware comes this thrilling second novel in the
First Formic War - a space adventure series set in
the world of bestselling science ﬁction classic
Ender's Game Books by Orson Scott Card: Alvin
Maker novels Seventh Son Red Prophet Prentice
Alvin Alvin Journeyman Heartﬁre The Crystal City
Ender Wiggin Saga Ender's Game Speaker for the
Dead Xenocide Children of the Mind Ender in
Exile Homecoming The Memory of the Earth The
Call of the Earth The Ships of the Earth Earthfall
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Earthborn First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware Earth Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Treasure Box Orson Scott Card 1996 Falling
instantly in love and marrying Dora, overworked
lawyer Rafael believes his life is perfect except
for his cantankerous in-laws, who participate in
vicious inﬁghting beyond his worst suspicions.
50,000 ﬁrst printing. $50,000 ad/promo. Tour.
Shadow of the Giant Orson Scott Card 2006
Bean, nearing death, and his wife Petra search
for their stolen children with the help of their
former Battle School classmates while Peter
Wiggin attempts to restore world government
with himself as hegemon.
The Swarm Orson Scott Card 2018-01-30 Orson
Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to their
Ender's Game prequel series with this ﬁrst
volume of an all-new trilogy about the Second
Formic War in The Swarm. The ﬁrst invasion of
Earth was beaten back by a coalition of corporate
and international military forces, and the Chinese
army. China has been devastated by the Formic's
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

initial eﬀorts to eradicate Earth life forms and
prepare the ground for their own settlement. The
Scouring of China struck fear into the other
nations of the planet; that fear blossomed into
drastic action when scientists determined that
the single ship that wreaked such damage was
merely a scout ship. There is a mothership out
beyond the Solar System's Kuiper Belt, and it's
heading into the system, unstoppable by any
weapons that Earth can muster. Earth has been
reorganized for defense. There is now a
Hegemon, a planetary oﬃcial responsible for
keeping all the formerly warring nations in line.
There's a Polemarch, responsible for organizing
all the military forces of the planet into the new
International Fleet. But there is an enemy within,
an enemy as old as human warfare: ambition and
politics. Greed and self-interest. Will Bingwen,
Mazer Rackam, Victor Delgado and Lem Juke be
able to divert those very human enemies in time
to create a weapon that can eﬀectively defend
humanity in the inexorable Second Formic War?
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The Second Formic War #1 The Swarm
Shadow Of The Hegemon Orson Scott Card
2011-09-22 'The characterizations are ﬁrst class,
and the fast-paced action features one hairraising episode after another....Shadow of the
Hegemon is so nicely integrated into the rest of
the Ender canon that readers will be completely
enthralled.' - Booklist 'Shadow of the Hegemon is
an ideal book with which to start your science
ﬁction year.' - Rocky Mountain News Orson Scott
Card's award-winning Ender series is a genuine
classic of science ﬁction. With ENDER'S SHADOW,
the ﬁrst book in the Shadow Saga, he took the
series into fascinating new territory. For Ender
Wiggin was not the only young recruit to be
trained at Battle School. Ender Wiggin and his
fellow pupils at Battle School have defeated the
alien forces in an extraordinary military
operation. Ender's destiny among the stars
awaits him, but for his young army it is time to
return to earth. One by one, however, they are
disappearing. Earth faces a new danger, only this
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

time the enemy is much closer to home. The
second book in the new Ender series by
bestselling author Orson Scott Card. Books by
Orson Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels Seventh
Son Red Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin Journeyman
Heartﬁre The Crystal City Ender Wiggin Saga
Ender's Game Speaker for the Dead Xenocide
Children of the Mind Ender in Exile Homecoming
The Memory of the Earth The Call of the Earth
The Ships of the Earth Earthfall Earthborn First
Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware
Earth Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Maps in a Mirror Orson Scott Card 1992 The ﬁrst
of two volumes of science ﬁction, fantasy and
horror, containing a collection of the author's
short ﬁction from his work published between
1977 and 1989, as well as some new material.
Each section has a personal introduction, and the
book also contains autobiographical notes.
First Meetings Orson Scott Card 2002 Four
novellas set in the world of the acclaimed and
hugely successful Ender series, by bestselling
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author Orson Scott Card.
Maps in a Mirror Orson Scott Card 1991-01
Contains 46 stories, broken into ﬁve books, Tales
of Dread, Tales of Human Features, Fables and
Fantasies, Cruel Miracles and Lost Songs - The
Hidden Stories. Each section includes personal
introductions and afterwords. From the author of
The Tales of Alvin Maker series.
The Memory Of Earth Orson Scott Card
2012-12-20 Haunting, compulsive, urgently
readable...Storytelling genius - INTERZONE
Certain to be one of the most soughtafter books
of the year - LOCUS The planet called Harmony
had been settled by humans nearly forty years
before. The colony had been placed under the
care of an artiﬁcial intelligence, the Oversoul,
high in orbit. This master computer had one
overriding command: guard the people of
Harmony. But now the Oversoul is itself in
danger. Soon, within a thousand years,
catastrophic war will break out on Harmony
unless the Oversoul can be repaired. The master
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

computer has determined that it must be taken
back to lost Earth; someone on Harmony must be
given back the knowledge of space travel in
order to save the planet from destruction. For
one family, about to be caught up in an
approaching civil war, life will change for ever.
The ﬁrst book in the brilliant Homecoming series.
Books by Orson Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels
Seventh Son Red Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin
Journeyman Heartﬁre The Crystal City Ender
Wiggin Saga Ender's Game Speaker for the Dead
Xenocide Children of the Mind Ender in Exile
Homecoming The Memory of the Earth The Call
of the Earth The Ships of the Earth Earthfall
Earthborn First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware Earth Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Orson Scott Card's Wyrms Orson Scott Card
2006-10 Patience has spent her entire life
training for the day of the death of her father.
And now that he has passed, she ﬁnds herself
preparing for survival as the usurper king Oruc
orders her execution. But as she escapes, she
9/21
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senses a strange pull towards a place called
Cranning.
Storyteller Michael Collings 2003-06
Enchantment Orson Scott Card 2005-05-31 In
Enchantment, Orson Scott Card works his magic
as never before, transforming the timeless story
of Sleeping Beauty into an original fantasy
brimming with romance and adventure. The
moment Ivan stumbled upon a clearing in the
dense Carpathian forest, his life was forever
changed. Atop a pedestal encircled by fallen
leaves, the beautiful princess Katerina lay still as
death. But beneath the foliage a malevolent
presence stirred and sent the ten-year-old Ivan
scrambling for the safety of Cousin Marek's farm.
Now, years later, Ivan is an American graduate
student, engaged to be married. Yet he cannot
forget that long-ago day in the forest—or
convince himself it was merely a frightened boy’s
fantasy. Compelled to return to his native land,
Ivan ﬁnds the clearing just as he left it. This time
he does not run. This time he awakens the
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

beauty with a kiss . . . and steps into a world that
vanished a thousand years ago. A rich tapestry of
clashing worlds and cultures, Enchantment is a
powerfully original novel of a love and destiny
that transcend centuries . . . and the dark force
that stalks them across the ages.
Ender's Shadow Orson Scott Card 2002-05-19
Orson Scott Card brings us back to the very
beginning of his brilliant Ender Quartet, with the
novel that begins The Shadow Series and allows
us to reenter Ender's world anew. With all the
power of his original creation, Ender's Shadow is
Card's parallel volume to Ender's Game, a book
that expands and complements the ﬁrst,
enhancing its power, illuminating its events and
its powerful conclusion. The human race is at War
with the "Buggers", an insect-like alien race. The
ﬁrst battles went badly, and now as Earth
prepares to defend itself against the imminent
threat of total destruction at the hands of an
inscrutable alien enemy, all focus is on the
development and training of military geniuses
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who can ﬁght such a war, and win. The long
distances of interstellar space have given hope to
the defenders of Earth--they have time to train
these future commanders up from childhood,
forging then into an irresistible force in the high
orbital facility called the Battle School. Andrew
"Ender" Wiggin was not the only child in the
Battle School; he was just the best of the best. In
this new book, card tells the story of another of
those precocious generals, the one they called
Bean--the one who became Ender's right hand,
part of his team, in the ﬁnal battle against the
Buggers. Bean's past was a battle just to survive.
He ﬁrst appeared on the streets of Rotterdam, a
tiny child with a mind leagues beyond anyone
else's. He knew he could not survive through
strength; he used his tactical genius to gain
acceptance into a children's gang, and then to
help make that gang a template for success for
all the others. He civilized them, and lived to
grow older. Bean's desperate struggle to live, and
his success, brought him to the attention of the
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Battle School's recruiters, those people scouring
the planet for leaders, tacticians, and generals to
save Earth from the threat of alien invasion. Bean
was sent into orbit, to the Battle School. And
there he met Ender.... THE ENDER UNIVERSE
Ender series Ender’s Game / Ender in Exile /
Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the
Mind Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow /
Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets /
Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight Children
of the Fleet The First Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Aﬁre / Earth
Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston) The Swarm /The Hive Ender novellas A
War of Gifts /First Meetings At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Call of Earth Orson Scott Card 1993 The
continuing saga of Nafai and his family on the
planet Harmony brings the hero once more into
conﬂict with Oversoul--the orbiting space station
that controls almost every aspect of life on the
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planet. 75,000 ﬁrst printing. $75,000 ad/promo.
Original.
Maps in a Mirror Orson Scott Card 1991 Contains
46 stories, broken into ﬁve books, Tales of Dread,
Tales of Human Features, Fables and Fantasies,
Cruel Miracles and Lost Songs - The Hidden
Stories. Each section includes personal
introductions and afterwords. From the author of
The Tales of Alvin Maker series.
Earth Aﬁre Orson Scott Card 2013-06-04 One
hundred years before Ender's Game, the aliens
arrived on Earth with ﬁre and death. This is the
story of the First Formic War. Victor Delgado beat
the alien ship to Earth, but just barely. Not soon
enough to convince skeptical governments that
there was a threat. They didn't believe that until
space stations and ships and colonies went up in
sudden ﬂame. And when that happened, only
Mazer Rackham and the Mobile Operations Police
could move fast enough to meet the threat. Fans
of Ender's Game will thrill to Orson Scott Card
and Aaron Johnston's Earth Aﬁre. THE ENDER
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker
for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind /
Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s
Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the
Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the
Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War
(with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Aﬁre
/ Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with
Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender
novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Heartﬁre Orson Scott Card 2012-12-20 'Card is
one of the most important writers in the ﬁeld.' Ben Bova ;The most important work of American
fantasy since Stephen Donaldson's original
Thomas Covenant trilogy.' - Chicago Suntimes
Peggy is a Torch, able to see the ﬁre burning in
each person's heart. She can follow the paths of
each person's future, and know each person's
most intimate secrets. From the moment of Alvin
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Maker's birth, when the Unmaker ﬁrst strove to
kill him, she has protected him. Now they are
married, and Peggy is a part of Alvin's heart as
well as his life. But Alvin's destiny has taken
them on separate journeys. Alvin has gone north
into New England, where knacks are considered
witchcraft, and their use is punished by death.
Peggy has been drawn south, to the British
Crown Colonies and the court of King Arthur
Stuart in exile. For she has seen a terrible future
bloom in the heartﬁres of every person in
America, a future of war and destruction. One
slender path exists that leads through the
bloodshed, and it is Peggy's quest to set the
world on that path to peace. Books by Orson
Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels Seventh Son Red
Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin Journeyman Heartﬁre
The Crystal City Ender Wiggin Saga Ender's
Game Speaker for the Dead Xenocide Children of
the Mind Ender in Exile Homecoming The
Memory of the Earth The Call of the Earth The
Ships of the Earth Earthfall Earthborn First Formic
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware Earth
Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Ender in Exile Orson Scott Card 2008-11-11
Orson Scott Card returns to his best-selling series
with a new Ender novel: Ender in Exile. At the
close of Ender's Game, Andrew Wiggin – called
Ender by everyone – is told that he can no longer
live on Earth, and he realizes that this is the
truth. He has become far more than just a boy
who won a game: he is the Savior of Earth, a
hero, a military genius whose allegiance is
sought by every nation of the newly shattered
Earth Hegemony. He is oﬀered the choice of
living in isolation on Eros, at one of the
Hegemony’s training facilities, but instead the
twelve-year-old chooses to leave his home world
and begin the long relativistic journey out to the
colonies. With him went his sister Valentine, and
the core of the artiﬁcial intelligence that would
become Jane. The story of those years has never
been told… until now.
Ender's Game - Formic Wars 2012-07-25 The
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all-new prequel to Orson Scott Card's scienceﬁction classic Ender's Game returns! With 44
million people killed by the toxic gas that the
alien Formics unleashed in China, the only hope
of a counter-agent lies with Mazer Rackham and
the Mobile Operations Police safely retrieving a
sample. Meanwhile, young asteroid miner Victor
Delgado has snuck aboard the Formic mother
ship in hopes of taking it down alone ... and boy
is he is for a big disappointment. COLLECTING:
FORMIC WARS: SILENT STRIKE 1-5
First Meetings Orson Scott Card 2003-08-05
Welcome to the Enderverse. When "Ender's
Game" was ﬁrst published as a novella twentyﬁve years ago few would have predicted that it
would become one of the most successful
ventures in publishing history. Expanded into a
novel in 1985, Ender's Game won both the Hugo
Award and the Nebula Award for Best Novel.
Never out of print and translated into dozens of
languages, it is the rare work of ﬁction that can
truly be said to have transcended a genre.
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Ender's Game and its sequels have won dozens
of prestigious awards and are as popular today
among teens and young readers as adults. First
Meetings is a collection of three novellas-plus the
original "Ender's Game"-that journey into the
origins and the destiny of one Ender Wiggin. "The
Polish Boy" begins in the wake between the ﬁrst
two Bugger Wars when the Hegemony is
desperate to recruit brilliant military
commanders to repel the alien invasion. In John
Paul Wiggin-the future father of Ender -they
believe they may have found their man. Or boy.
In "Teacher's Pest"-a novella written especially
for this collection-a brilliant but insuﬀerably
arrogant John Paul Wiggin, now an American
university student, matches wits with an equally
brilliant graduate student named Theresa Brown.
It is many years since the end of the Bugger
Wars in "The Investment Counselor." Ender's
reputation as a hero and savior has suﬀered a
horrible reversal. Banished from Earth and
slandered as a mass murderer, twenty-year-old
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Andrew Wiggin wanders incognito from planet to
planet as a fugitive. Until a blackmailing tax
inspector compromises his identity and threatens
to expose Ender the Xenocide. Also reprinted
here is the original landmark novella, "Ender's
Game," which ﬁrst appeared in 1977. Fully
illustrated, First Meetings is Orson Scott Card
writing at the height of his considerable power
about his most compelling character. THE ENDER
UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker
for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind /
Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s
Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the
Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the
Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War
(with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Aﬁre
/ Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with
Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender
novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Storyteller Michael R. Collings 2002-02 The ﬁrst
volume documenting and collecting Orson Scott
Card's work for the last 30 years. Every novel,
story, poem, every word that has been published-and then some is in this collection. This is a must
for any reader, who wants to learn everything
about this author's extensive work and career.
Memory/Call Earth Export Header Orson Scott
Card 1993-02
Earth Unaware Orson Scott Card 2013-06-04 'The
story progresses nimbly, with plenty of tension
and excitement and Card's usual well-developed
characters' - KIRKUS REVIEWS on EARTH
UNAWARE 'Literate prose and superlative
characterisation . . . excellent' - BOOKLIST on
EARTH UNAWARE HUMANS THOUGHT THEY
WERE ALONE IN THE GALAXY. UNTIL NOW. A
hundred years before Ender's Game, humanity is
slowly making its way out to the planets of the
solar system, exploring and mining asteroids. The
ship El Cavador is far from Earth, in the deeps of
the Kuiper Belt, beyond Pluto. When the ship's
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telescopes pick up a fast-moving object coming
in-system, they're unsure what to make of it.
Little do they know that this object is the most
important thing to happen to the human race in a
million years. It's humanity's ﬁrst contact with an
alien race. The First Formic War is about to begin.
Book one of the First Formic War - a thrilling
space adventure series set in the world of
bestselling science ﬁction classic Ender's Game
Books by Orson Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels
Seventh Son Red Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin
Journeyman Heartﬁre The Crystal City Ender
Wiggin Saga Ender's Game Speaker for the Dead
Xenocide Children of the Mind Ender in Exile
Homecoming The Memory of the Earth The Call
of the Earth The Ships of the Earth Earthfall
Earthborn First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware Earth Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Lost Boys Orson Scott Card 2012-12-20 'Card
has exceeded his own high standards ... The
man's versatility makes him unique.' - Anne
McCaﬀrey For Step Fletcher, his pregnant wife
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

DeAnne, and their three children, the move to
tiny Steuben, North Carolina, oﬀers new hope
and a new beginning. But from the ﬁrst, eightyear-old Stevie's life there is an unending parade
of misery and disaster. Cruelly ostracized at his
school, Stevie retreats further and further into
himself - and into a strange computer game and
a group of imaginary friends. But there is
something eerie about his loyal, invisible new
playmates: each shares the name of a child who
has recently vanished from the sleepy Southern
town. And terror grows for Step and DeAnne as
the truth slowly unfolds. For their son has found
something savagely evil . . and it's coming for
Stevie next. A chilling suspense thriller from the
bestselling Orson Scott Card, author of ENDER'S
GAME Books by Orson Scott Card: Alvin Maker
novels Seventh Son Red Prophet Prentice Alvin
Alvin Journeyman Heartﬁre The Crystal City
Ender Wiggin Saga Ender's Game Speaker for the
Dead Xenocide Children of the Mind Ender in
Exile Homecoming The Memory of the Earth The
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Call of the Earth The Ships of the Earth Earthfall
Earthborn First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware Earth Aﬁre Earth Awakens
Formic Wars Trilogy Orson Scott Card 2016-08-30
Seventh Son Orson Scott Card 2012-12-20 'Card
has uncovered a rich vein of folklore and magic
here, to which his assured handling of old time
religion and manifest love of children is
admirably suited: an appealing and intriguing
eﬀort.' - Kirkus Reviews From the primal depth's
of the world's greatest myths comes this gripping
fantasy of a boy, born to be a Maker, whose
dangerous journey towards knowledge and
power makes history ... Amid the deep woods
where the Red Man still holds sway, a very
special child is born. Young Alvin is the seventh
son, and such a boy is destined to become great
- perhaps even a man with the enormous powers
of a Maker. But even in the loving safety of his
home, dark forces reach out to destroy him.
Somewhere out there is a power that will do
anything to prevent him growing up ... The ﬁrst
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

book in the acclaimed Tales of Alvin Maker
series, by one of the world's best-loved
SF/fantasy authors. Books by Orson Scott Card:
Alvin Maker novels Seventh Son Red Prophet
Prentice Alvin Alvin Journeyman Heartﬁre The
Crystal City Ender Wiggin Saga Ender's Game
Speaker for the Dead Xenocide Children of the
Mind Ender in Exile Homecoming The Memory of
the Earth The Call of the Earth The Ships of the
Earth Earthfall Earthborn First Formic War (with
Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware Earth Aﬁre Earth
Awakens
Ender's Game Orson Scott Card 2010-04-01
Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game is the winner of
the Nebula and Hugo Awards In order to develop
a secure defense against a hostile alien race's
next attack, government agencies breed child
geniuses and train them as soldiers. A brilliant
young boy, Andrew "Ender" Wiggin lives with his
kind but distant parents, his sadistic brother
Peter, and the person he loves more than anyone
else, his sister Valentine. Peter and Valentine
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were candidates for the soldier-training program
but didn't make the cut—young Ender is the
Wiggin drafted to the orbiting Battle School for
rigorous military training. Ender's skills make him
a leader in school and respected in the Battle
Room, where children play at mock battles in
zero gravity. Yet growing up in an artiﬁcial
community of young soldiers Ender suﬀers
greatly from isolation, rivalry from his peers,
pressure from the adult teachers, and an
unsettling fear of the alien invaders. His
psychological battles include loneliness, fear that
he is becoming like the cruel brother he
remembers, and fanning the ﬂames of devotion
to his beloved sister. Is Ender the general Earth
needs? But Ender is not the only result of the
genetic experiments. The war with the Buggers
has been raging for a hundred years, and the
quest for the perfect general has been underway
for almost as long. Ender's two older siblings are
every bit as unusual as he is, but in very diﬀerent
ways. Between the three of them lie the abilities
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

to remake a world. If, that is, the world survives.
Ender's Game is the winner of the 1985 Nebula
Award for Best Novel and the 1986 Hugo Award
for Best Novel. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender
series Ender’s Game / Ender in Exile / Speaker for
the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind
Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow
of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of
the Giant / Shadows in Flight Children of the Fleet
The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth
Unaware / Earth Aﬁre / Earth Awakens The
Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The
Swarm /The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts
/First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Earthborn Orson Scott Card 2012-12-20 'The ﬁfth
and last volume in Card's sprawling Homecoming
saga. More than parable, not quite allegory,
Card's far-future religious saga manages,
brilliantly, to be at once entertaining,
unobjectionable, and edifying.' - Kirkus Reviews
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'The conclusion of the story, in which the ﬁrst
born son of a former priest and leader sees the
evil he has caused and selects his future, is
vintage Card and a joy to read.' - Publishers
Weekly High above the Earth orbits the starship
Basilica. On board the huge vessel is a sleeping
woman. Of those who made the journey,
Shedemai alone has survived the hundreds of
years since the Children of Wetchik returned to
Earth. She now wears the Cloak of the
Starmaster, and the Oversoul wakes her
sometimes to watch over her descendants on the
planet below. The population has grown rapidly there are cities and nations now, whole peoples
descended from those who followed Nafai or
Elemak. But in all the long years of searching, the
Oversoul has not found the thing it sought. It has
not found the Keeper of Earth, the central
intelligence that alone can repair the Oversoul's
damaged programming. The ﬁfth and ﬁnal
volume in Card's majestic Homecoming saga.
Books by Orson Scott Card: Alvin Maker novels
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Seventh Son Red Prophet Prentice Alvin Alvin
Journeyman Heartﬁre The Crystal City Ender
Wiggin Saga Ender's Game Speaker for the Dead
Xenocide Children of the Mind Ender in Exile
Homecoming The Memory of the Earth The Call
of the Earth The Ships of the Earth Earthfall
Earthborn First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware Earth Aﬁre Earth Awakens
The Hive Orson Scott Card 2019-06-11 New York
Times bestselling authors Orson Scott Card and
Aaron Johnston return to the prequels to Ender's
Game following The Swarm with The Hive, book
two in the Second Formic War. Card and Johnston
continue the fast-paced hard science ﬁction
history of the Formic Wars—the alien invasions of
Earth’s Solar System that ultimately led to Ender
Wiggin’s total victory in Ender's Game. A
coalition of Earth’s nations barely fought oﬀ the
Formics’ ﬁrst scout ship. Now it’s clear that
there’s a mother-ship out on edge of the system,
and the aliens are prepared to take Earth by
force. Can Earth’s warring nations and
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corporations put aside their diﬀerences and
mount an eﬀective defense? Ender's Game is one
of the most popular and bestselling science
ﬁction novels of all time. The Formic War series
(The First Formic War and The Second Formic
War) are the prequels to Ender’s story. THE
ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game /
Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the
Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet
Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow
of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of
the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic
War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth
Aﬁre / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War
(with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive
Ender novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Children of the Fleet Orson Scott Card
2017-10-10 From Orson Scott Card, awardwinning and bestselling author of Ender's Game,
earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

his ﬁrst solo Enderverse novel in years. Children
of the Fleet is a new angle on Card’s bestselling
series, telling the story of the Fleet in space,
parallel to the story on Earth told in the Ender’s
Shadow series. Ender Wiggin won the Third
Formic war, ending the alien threat to Earth.
Afterwards, all the terraformed Formic worlds
were open to settlement by humans, and the
International Fleet became the arm of the
Ministry of Colonization, run by Hirum Graﬀ.
MinCol now runs Fleet School on the old Battle
School station, and still recruits very smart kids
to train as leaders of colony ships, and colonies.
Dabeet Ochoa is a very smart kid. Top of his
class in every school. But he doesn’t think he has
a chance at Fleet School, because he has no
connections to the Fleet. That he knows of. At
least until the day that Colonel Graﬀ arrives at
his school for an interview. THE ENDER UNIVERSE
Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the
Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in
Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow
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series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon
/ Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant /
Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with
Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Aﬁre /
Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with

earth-awakens-orson-scott-card

Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender
novellas A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
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